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Fanny Montgomery: Why did you start making art together?

Where and when did you meet?

lived gallery with a singular premise. The gallery was on
Broadway below 12th street and had, only the month before,
fashion and were thinking along similar lines so it was not

strategize ways to do that. One of the strategies that made
ing new work that was neither mine nor hers, but ours.
Travelers

Barnes, as well as Flawless Sabrina, that span the last 10 years.

was a pretty well-known Spanish installation artist who had

ing? Is intimacy necessary in the joint creative process?

person show in this new gallery. She had never shown in
the two of them were there that same day. She wanted to

-

was obviously a nonstandard gallery situation. So Paloma

we have some of the same feelings towards our work that
without the slightest idea that I had intended to invite only
her and translated my invitation to her mother. Her mother
diverse tapestry: weathered and worn, yes, but still growWhat is it like working with one another?

How did you transition from more installation based work
to the snow-globes you’ve been creating lately?

with the snow globes and photos in 2001. Our installa-

What is your process?

but most of them went under the radar, and with a few
great opportunities, like an invitation to exhibit our hu-

down. It just wasn’t sustainable for us. The thing about
the snow globes is that they are individually akin to drawthe panoramas are derived from are not exhibited. I do most
of the set building while Paloma does the photography and

relatively small investment in terms of time, energy, and
-

-

-

to individually? Do you miss working on your own at all?

of skill sets. There was a time when we tried to learn new

don’t work on our own, it’s just that what we do on our own

Many of the sculptures’ themes are dark and foreboding.
Where does your desire to create things of this nature
stem from?

How has your romantic relationship aided your art mak-

-

two mediums or formats, we were better able to develop our
and more absurdist than serious. I think the dark and foreYou have worked under the recent themes of Travelers,
Night Fall, and Islands, so what’s next?
winter wonderland; but we also had to subvert the subver-

surprised us about them. They had that potential to express

-

fun and we have lingered on it so long that it looks as if this

witnesses we would like to bottle some of this insanity for

Do you think your imaginations are naturally geared to
ging deep at times for inspiration and ideas?

that’s better than nothing.
Why create? What motivates you to continue working?

futurism. I see eerie as a quality of air that may appear in
some of our narrative stills. It lends a kind of weighted atspend a lot of our time pursuing pet passions and letting our

Salinger
Catcher in the Rye seemed

Your collection of snow-globes invite the viewer to interact with it. How do you think these sensory experiences
enhance the art?

ing some lesser works, Salinger apparently throws up his

gave up writing, he just gave up publishing. All those years
and fruitful. He was all those years typing away like a ma-

-

begin their orderly debut in 2015. One of those works deals
-

In installations that feature sculpture as well as photographs, how do you create a relationship between the disparate pieces and mediums?

What is your biggest fantasy at the moment?

in terms of an overall installation. By juxtaposing large photos

Paloma Muñoz: That we live in a virtual reality and that the
day we die, we wake up, together, in an entirely new world.

Walter Martin:
have them. I don’t believe in them and I would feel silly de-

